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Ratings and reviews have
changed

Now it's easier to find great
businesses with recommendations

3.4

3.4 out of 5
Based on the opinion of 5 people

Learn More

Recommended by 5 people

MOST HELPFUL MOST RECENT

Duck'em Quay  doesn't recommend Atlantic City
Residents for Good Government.

terrible boss named ryan , treats employees like there poor , couldnt
even get our checks on time after working for two weeks , very
unprofessional , never will work for him again

December 2, 2019 · 

11

Ben Albert  recommends Atlantic City Residents for
Good Government.

Atlantic City Deserves better! Residents are standing up to demand
a form of government that's accountable to the people not the
political class and their select few cronies.

August 27, 2019 · 
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22 2 Comments 2 Shares

15w

Zay MagicDollars 

! ! " " # $

1

10w

Jerome Gates False advertising they said the don't have
quotas or are they're not based on how many signatures you
get they said in the message that they pay by the hour but
when you get the job they will have sign a contract saying its
in fact they are based off a quota and how many signatures
you get its a scam and I worked 21hours and now I feel I'm
being cheated out of my time and effort.

Kathryn Elsayed  recommends Atlantic City Residents
for Good Government.

The citizens of Atlantic City have the right to decide their own
government. By signing this petition you're making it possible for
people to choose which form of government they want; a special
election will be held called a referendum. Your signature will help
make this referendum possible, so please sign.

Major Edward Drinks replied · 1 Reply

July 19, 2019 · 

11 2 Comments 2 Shares

10w

Jerome Gates False advertising they said the don't have
quotas or are they're not based on how many signatures you
get they said in the message that they pay by the hour but
when you get the job they will have sign a contract saying its
in fact they are based off a quota and how many signatures
you get its a scam and I worked 21hours and now I feel I'm
being cheated out of my time and effort.

Iris June Weingarten  recommends Atlantic City
Residents for Good Government.

Anything is better than what we have now
November 22, 2019 · 
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